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Abstract: 

The high porosity of thermoelectric materials is a valuable feature to ideally reduce thermal 

conductivity without degrading electrical conductivity. This paper describes a unique low-

temperature and direct method for making highly porous yet solid graphite pellets. Cotton 

wools were loaded with graphite particles, and pressed to yield low-density graphite pellets. 

The electrical and thermal properties of the resulting pellets have been studied. A significant 

reduction in the heat flow through the pellets has been observed as compared to a pure 

graphite pellet. For the porous pellets, the electrical conductivity was slightly lower than that 

of pure graphite pellets due to the charge scattering processes of the highly porous network, 

yet the thermal conductivity was drastically reduced with enhancements in Seebeck 

coefficients hence, a significant improvement in the thermoelectric property. Overall, the 

power factor was found to increase from 0.303 μWm-1K-2 for solid graphite pellet to 0.424 

μWm-1K-2 for porous graphite pellet, showing a simultaneously improved power factor and 

reduced thermal conductance. The approach can be extended for other good thermoelectric 

materials to achieve further enhancements in their properties and useful to reduce material 

cost.  
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1. Introduction 

Thermoelectric devices convert a thermal gradient (heat) into an electric charge and have 

numerous applications across a wide range of industries including the scavenging of waste 

industrial thermal energy.[1] Key to their performance is the ability to conduct electricity 

well but heat poorly. Achieving lower density in materials is often an important objective in 

thermoelectrics as increasing the porosity in the materials tends to have advantages in 

scattering phonons at grain boundaries to helps in reducing thermal conductivity.[2] 

Therefore, intentionally introducing porosity into materials has become a strategy to improve 

thermoelectric performance by controlling their thermal conductivity.[3, 4] In theory, the 

porosity of material affects both electrical and thermal conductance, though there are 

possibilities of changing one parameter more than the other. Alternatively, porous 

thermoelectric legs can reduce the amount of material required to make modules.  

 Introducing pores into materials is found to be beneficial yet challenging to produce 

material in large quantity.[3] Different methodologies have been introduced to get porous 

thermoelectric materials, and it is observed that obtaining such porous structured materials is 

not straightforward.[3, 5, 6] Similarly, phonon scattering can be improved by introducing 

different types of scattering centres such as nano-microscale precipitates,[7, 8] interfaces,[9-

11] hierarchical designs,[12, 13] nanostructuring,[1, 14] etc.  

In this study, graphite powder has been chosen to fabricate its highly porous 

structured compacts for their possible applications in thermoelectrics. Graphite is an abundant 

and non-toxic material and is one of the cheapest electrically conducting materials. The 

material has shown exciting electrical and thermal properties especially when it is in two 

dimensional, popularly known as graphene.[15-18] Its very high thermal conductivity, 

however, has limited  its use in the thermoelectric applications.[15] Studies exist, making 

such porous carbon compounds in the form of carbon aerogels,[19] carbon-ink or graphene-
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coated polyurethanes,[20, 21] porous graphene,[22] carbon foams,[23-26] porous and hallow 

carbons[27-29] carbon-polymer composite foams,[30, 31] for different applications.[32, 33] 

Most of these products are highly porous, flexible and useful but sometimes delicate to 

handle. But typically, to make a solid-state thermoelectric device, the p-and-n-type 

thermoelectric elements/legs should be robust and solid for its successful working. Here, a 

direct method of making low-density, porous yet solid graphite pellets has been shown via a 

facile and green method performed at ambient conditions. 

2. Materials and Methods 

Graphite powder (99%) was obtained from Alfa Aeser and cotton wool balls were purchased 

from a local stationery store. Deionized water was used as a solvent to make graphite 

dispersion for the coating. 

2.1.   Preparing graphite dispersion in water 

In order to improve the dispersion quality of graphite powder, it was ball milled under 

aqueous media. Graphite powder (2 g) was added to an 80 ml stainless steel grinding bowl, to 

which water (20 ml) and 200 stainless steel ball bearings (5 mm in diameter) were added to 

the bowl and the bowl was transferred into a planetary mill (Fritsch P6 Planetary Mono Mill). 

The mixture was milled at a speed of 300 rpm for 4 hr (cycles of 5 min milling followed by 2 

min rest, repeated for 4 hr). The resulting black slurry-like product was dispersed into the 

water in a glass reagent bottle to make ~100 ml graphite dispersion.  

2.2. Modifying cotton wool with graphite 

To the above-prepared dispersion, a cotton wool ball (0.516 g) was added and held on a 

rotamixer (Hati Rotamixer Vortex Mixer) for 2 min. Finally, the black coloured cotton wool 

ball was taken out from the solution, squeezed to remove excess/lose graphite particles and 

water in it, and dried inside an oven at 60 ºC. The final weight of the wool was found to be 

0.626 g, indicating 0.110 g of graphite in it. Approximately 0.1 g was carefully cut from the 
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above wool for the pelletization and pressed using a pellet press die set of 5 mm in diameter 

(load: 2 ton, pressing time: 5 min). The thickness of the resulting pellet (denoted as CW1) 

was 3.12 mm.  

 A similar process was followed to make another graphite-loaded cotton wool (initial 

weight of the wool was 0.504 g) using the same dispersion solution. Here, the dried graphite-

loaded wool was gently tapped several times to remove loosely bound graphite particles from 

it and the final weight of the wool was found to be 0.591 g, showing 0.087 g of graphite in 

the wool. A pellet was made using similar conditions that were used for the first case. The 

thickness of the pellet (CW2) obtained from the ~0.1 g of wool was 3.20 mm. To make 

pellets with further lower graphite loading, a new graphite dispersion of low concentration 

(0.5 g graphite powder in 100 ml water) has been used that gave sample CW3 and tapped 

graphite-loaded wool resulted in sample CW4. Further, to make a comparative study, a 

complete graphite powder-based pellet was made with similar pressing conditions. For that, a 

pellet of similar thickness was made to ease the comparison between this and CW1 and CW2 

pellets, a pellet of thickness 3.30 mm was obtained using 0.125 g of graphite powder.  

The morphologies of the cotton wool and graphite-loaded cotton wool and its pellet 

were obtained by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (Models: Joel 7800F FEG SEM and 

Zeiss Evo LS25 SEM) and an optical microscope.  

2.3.  Thermoelectric measurements and thermal gradient testing  

Electrical and Seebeck coefficient measurements were conducted up to 100 ºC through a lab-

built apparatus, described elsewhere[34], across the thickness of the pellets. Temperature-

dependent Seebeck coefficients were obtained by measuring voltage developed from the 

sample under the application of temperature gradients across the pellets. The Seebeck 

coefficient values were estimated using the expression,  

� = −�∆�∆��                                      …………..(1) 
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where ∆V is the voltage produced across the sample under an applied temperature gradient, 

∆T. The resulting values were corrected with electrode contribution. The resistivity (⍴) of the 

pellets was measured using the standard two-probe method by passing a current (I) through 

the thickness and measuring resulting voltages (V), using the expression, 

⍴ = 
�
�                                          ……………(2) 

where R=V/I is the resistance across the pellet, A is the cross-sectional area of the pellet, and l 

is the thickness of the pellet. The inverse of the resistivity values were estimated to get 

electrical conductivity (σ) of the samples. A comparative thermal property of the pellets was 

studied by means of temperature gradient estimation for all the samples. The thermal 

gradients produced across the pellets were measured as a function of time by heating one side 

of the pellet with a constant power supply to the heater. 

3. Results and discussion 

 

Figure 1. (a) A schematic illustrating the graphite loading process into cotton wool (inset 

shows the Rotamixer used for rapid shaking of the graphite dispersion) and (b) pictures of as 

received cotton wool, graphite-loaded cotton wool, and its pellet. 
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As shown by Figure 1, the process of graphite loading into cotton wool is quite 

straightforward. The real pictures of cotton wool, as prepared graphite-loaded cotton wool 

and its pressed pellet are shown in Figure 1 (b). More detailed pictures of the wool and pellet 

surface were captured using an optical microscope (Figure 2). A uniform coating of graphite 

on cotton fibres can be observed in Figures 2 (b).  Figure 2 (d) shows pellets of complete 

graphite powder and one of the graphite-loaded cotton wool pellets to illustrate the 

dimensional similarity.  

 

Figure 2. Optical microscope images of (a) cotton wool, (b) graphite-loaded cotton wool, (c) 

surface of the pressed pellet, and (d) is the picture showing graphite and graphite-loaded 

cotton wool pellets. 
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Figure 3. SEM images of (a) cotton wool fibres, (b) graphite-loaded cotton wool fibres, and 

(c-f) are SEM images the graphite-loaded cotton wool (CW1) pellet’s surface with different 

magnifications. 

Higher resolution images of cotton wool fibres have been obtained by the SEM instrument 

are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 (a) and (b) show uncoated and graphite-coated fibres, 

respectively. The graphite loading or coating can be seen from comparing the two images. 

The arrows in Figure 3 (b) show some of the bulk graphite particles residing on the fibre 

networks. Figure 3 (c-f) give SEM images of one of the pellet’s (CW1) surface with different 
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magnifications. Compact and well-connected graphite coated fibres can be seen from the 

surface of the pellets. The SEM images of the uncoated cotton fibre, graphite coated fibres of 

CW1 and CW2 samples and raw graphite particles used are shown in Figure S1 of the 

Supplementary material.  

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic of the measurement method used to estimate thermal gradients across 

the samples and observed temperature gradients across graphite (GR) and CW2 pellets (a-b), 

(c) shows the data of temperature gradient (∆T) obtained from the graphite (GR), CW1, and 

CW2 pellets as a function of time, and (d) gives the graphite density values of the pellets 

used in the work. 

To investigate the thermal properties of the graphite (GR), CW1, and CW2 pellets, a 

thermal gradient test has been performed. The data of temperature gradient (∆T) obtained 

from the samples as a function of time has been plotted in Figure 4 (c). The variations in the 

temperatures at the hot side and cold side of the pellets were recorded up to 20 min at which 

near-saturated temperatures were observed, the data is used to estimate temperature gradients 
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at different times. The maximum and stable temperature gradient across the graphite pellet 

observed after 20 min was 2.8 ºC, whereas significantly improved values were seen from 

CW1 and CW2 pellets, recording maximum gradients of 7.1 ºC and 11.3 ºC, respectively. 

Figures 4 (a-b) shows a schematic of the measurement method used to estimate thermal 

gradients across the samples. Such an increase in the ∆T in CW1 and CW2 can be 

understood from the fact that they have highly structured and porous graphitic networks in 

them due to the presence of a high volume of wool fibres. The possible reason behind the 

improved thermal properties is the scattering mechanism of both phonons and electrons from 

the porous nature/multiple interfaces that are created due to the presence of cotton fibres in 

the medium. But, in case of bulk graphite these carriers do not have such extra scattering 

regions and hence they can flow without being scattered. In addition, the thermal 

conductivity of the cotton is very low (<0.065 Wm-1K-1 at ~300K)[35] that plays an important 

role in lowering the heat flow. Therefore, the cotton wool fibres can be considered as empty 

spaces in the material filled with air as the thermal conductivities are comparable (thermal 

conductivity of the air is about  ~0.026 Wm-1K-1 at ~300 K)[2]. 

Another important aspect that has a major contribution in lowering thermal flux 

through these CW1 and CW2 pellets is the very low mass of graphite existing in them. To be 

specific, in CW1 pellet, the estimated graphite mass is only about 0.0175 g (estimated using 

the total graphite mass that was loaded into the cotton wool ball) and it is further low in CW2 

pellet, which is about 0.0147 g, these masses are smaller than the graphite mass (0.125 g) that 

was used to make a complete graphite pellet. Therefore, the amount of graphite consumed in 

CW1 and CW2 are only about 14% and 11.7% of the mass that was used to make a graphite 

pellet of similar dimension, respectively. Further, the density of the graphite pellet used in 

this work was estimated using its mass/volume ratio and it was about 1.9 gcm-3. But, the 

graphite densities in CW1 and CW2 pellets were about 0.285 gcm-3 and 0.234 gcm-3, 
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respectively, which are about 7 to 8 times smaller than graphite pellet and thus these can be 

called as low-density graphite pellets (Figure 4 (d)).  

 

Figure 5. Temperature-dependent (a) electrical conductivity, (b) Seebeck coefficient, and (c) 

thermoelectric power factors of graphite (GR), CW1, and CW2 samples. 

Electrical conductivity data is shown in Figure 5 (a) reveals that higher levels of 

porosity led to lower electrical conductivity. The measured room temperature conductivity 

values of graphite, CW1, and CW2 pellets are 9.18 Scm-1, 5.18 Scm-1, and 2.03 Scm-1, 

respectively.  The observed electrical conductivity of graphite pellet appears to be almost 

same with an increase in temperature. For CW1 and CW2 pellets, the conductivity found to 

increase with a small value as a function of temperature. The measured Seebeck coefficient 

data for all the samples are shown in Figure 5 (b). The observed Seebeck coefficient of 
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graphite found to be almost constant as a function of temperature with a small increase from 

17.3 µVK-1 at room temperature to 18.1 µVK-1 at 100 ºC. In case of CW1 and CW2, the 

Seebeck values are improved as compared to graphite pellet with room temperature values of 

25.8 µVK-1 and 27.2 µVK-1, which are further increased to 27.6 µVK-1 and 29.1 µVK-1, 

respectively at 100 ºC. These changes in the electrical conductivity of CW1 and CW2 could 

be attributed to scattering of electrical charge carriers because of more interfaces between the 

graphitic structures leading to decrease in the number of effective charge carriers that 

contribute to the electrical conductivity. The resultant power factors (S2σ) are estimated using 

the above data of electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, shown in Figure 5 (c). The 

power factor of CW1 is observed to be more than pure graphite pellet reaching a maximum 

value of about 0.424 µWm-1K-2 at 100 ºC.  The maximum values for graphite and CW2 

pellets are about 0.303 µWm-1K-2 and 0.201 µWm-1K-2, respectively. The decrease in power 

factor in case of CW2 is indeed due to its low electrical conductivity as compared to the 

other two. The improved value in CW1 shows the possibility of changing thermoelectric 

properties without playing with material’s chemistry. It was found that the observed power 

factors of low graphite-loaded pellets, CW3 and CW4 are 0.09 µWm-1K-2  and 0.05 µWm-1K-

2 respectively, which are very low as compared to CW1 or CW2. The Seebeck coefficient, 

electrical conductivity and power factors of all the samples observed at 100 ºC are 

summarized in Figure S2 of the Supplementary material. The reason behind the decreased 

electrical conductivity in these pellets is the minimum graphitic content in the pellets hence 

less conducting paths for the charge carriers. The amount of graphite in CW3 and CW4 are 

lower than previous ones, which were about 10.5% and 9.0% respectively with respect to the 

graphite pellet. 

The observed power factor of CW1 is comparable to carbon nanotube (CNT) foam 

prepared by rapid solvent evaporation method which produced power factors of 0.43-0.73 
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µWm-1K-2 (Seebeck coefficient = 32 to 34 µVK-1, electrical conductivity = 4.02 to 6.58  S cm-

1) at room temperature.[36] Similarly, the pristine 3D CNT network fabricated using 

chemical vapour deposition (CVD) has shown the Seebeck coefficient and electrical 

conductivity of 27 µVK-1 and 150 S m-1 respectively, producing a power factor of 0.11 µWm-

1K-2 at 600 K.[37] So, the present method for making porous graphite pellets can result in 

similar performance along with economical and green fabrication process. 

It is proposed that by carefully controlling the level of porosity in a material, the 

electrical and thermal properties can be modified. This approach can also works for other 

materials that are electrically good conductors as the electrical conductivity always 

deteriorates due to decreased connections between the conducting particles/grains. As the 

cotton wool cannot withstand at higher temperatures, the materials can be used for low-grade 

heat conversion applications. By cautiously analysing materials property at different porosity 

levels, low thermal conductivity and improved power factors can be achieved simultaneously. 

4. Conclusions 

A new and green method to make low-density and solid graphite pellets was achieved at 

ambient conditions. The improvements in the thermal properties of the low-density graphite 

pellets were observed as compared to bulk graphite pellet. The mechanical properties of the 

pellets are quite good as compared to the completely porous carbon 3D foams or porous 

solids as the porous pellets in the present work are already pressed with 2 ton of load. So, the 

pellets can be suitable for the solid state devices as long as they are used within a safe 

temperature limit. It is proposed that the method can be successfully extended to other 

materials to get better thermoelectric performances.  
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Highlights: 

• A green and direct method for making highly porous yet solid graphite 
pellets has been presented. 

• Significant reduction in the thermal conductance in porous pellets has 
been observed. 

• The work can re-stimulate the use of porous graphite for thermoelectric 
applications. 
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